Y Interactive Textbook is an app designed to explore the potential of tablet in learning by providing a NEW APPROACH FOR TEXTBOOKS. Through this app, local textbooks can be enriched with MULTIMEDIA RESOURCES and can be used off-line in tablet by students and teachers.

It is a driver for technology integration in the classroom, supporting students engagement and 21ST CENTURY SKILLS EMPOWERMENT.
The textbooks in the student bookshelf can be enriched with multimedia resources.

Several tools can be used to explore the textbook in tablet along with digital notebooks that support students study.

*Y Interactive Textbook* is part of LeYa Educational Solution and can be implemented with local countries textbooks aligned to their national curricula.

Available for Windows 8 and Android tablets.
The A7L space suit used on the Apollo 11 mission was made up of five layers with various instruments that not only allowed the regulation of the suit temperature but also helped the astronaut performing his tasks. In order to facilitate...